PLEASE JOIN US for an evening of wonder + whimsy on Saturday, October 5 at this year’s MOXI@Night. This event supports the museum’s educational programs and accessibility initiatives – ensuring that every child in Santa Barbara has access to learning that will help them develop into confident, creative problem solvers.

The enchantment begins with a lively cocktail reception, followed by dinner and music on the rooftop, live auction, and our signature silent disco. MOXI@Night 2024 promises to be an unforgettable celebration while championing our mission to ignite learning through interactive experiences in science and creativity.

It takes many supporters to ensure this important fundraiser is a success and WE HOPE YOU WILL CONSIDER AN IN-KIND DONATION so event expenses stay low and all the dollars raised can go directly toward MOXI’s Education Fund! We are respectfully seeking generous donations for all aspects of the event: wine for cocktail hour, spirits for signature drinks, dinner wine, champagne for special toasts and guests, and Afterparty libations!

Please consider supporting MOXI@Night 2024. Your important sponsorship will help to create the good vibrations around this instrumental evening and foster the energy needed to provide powerful learning opportunities that spark a lifelong interest in STEAM for all children in our community.

THANK YOU!

P.S. All in-kind donations and sponsorships made by August 1, will be included on the MOXI@Night invitation, on all event signage + material, MOXI’s 2024 Annual Report, and on MOXI’s event webpage.
Enchanting Sponsor ($5000 In-Kind value)

- 6 tickets to MOXI’s Afterparty on July 27, 2024
- 1 Complimentary Innovator Circle Membership
- 16 Complimentary MOXI admission tickets
- Named recognition in event program; night-of signage; MOXI website; listing in two printed thank you ads, in MOXI’s 2024 Annual Report, and digital donor screen for 12 months; as well as recognition in event social media posts.

Fanciful Sponsor ($2,500 In-Kind value)

- 4 tickets to MOXI’s Afterparty on July 27, 2024
- 1 Complimentary Innovator Circle Membership
- 8 Complimentary MOXI tickets
- Named recognition in event program; night-of signage; MOXI website; listing in two printed thank you ads, in MOXI’s 2024 Annual Report, and digital donor screen for 12 months; as well as recognition in event social media posts.

Marvelous Sponsor ($1,000 In-Kind value)

- 2 tickets to MOXI’s Afterparty on July 27, 2024
- 4 Complimentary MOXI tickets
- 1 Complimentary Innovator Circle Membership
- Named recognition in event program; night-of signage; MOXI website; listing in two printed thank you ads, in MOXI’s 2024 Annual Report, and digital donor screen for 12 months; as well as recognition in event social media posts.

Imaginative Sponsor ($500 In-Kind value)

- 2 tickets to MOXI’s Afterparty on July 27, 2024
- 2 Complimentary MOXI tickets
- 1 Complimentary Family Membership
- Named recognition in event program; night-of signage; listing in two printed thank you ads, in MOXI’s 2024 Annual Report, and digital donor screen for 12 months; as well as recognition in event social media posts.